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By: Veronica Alporha

The Pink Movement
A Coalescence of Struggles and
Identities

T

he recently concluded presidential election
in Southeast Asia's second largest
democracy came as a shock to the world.
Less than 40 years since the spectacular People
Power Revolution that forced Ferdinand Marcos to
exile, the dictator's family recaptured the
presidency through a devastating electoral victory
that hammered together more than 31 million
votes — a number higher than any victorious
presidential candidate that the country has ever
had in the last 50 years. Looking at the numbers
alone, an outsider may surmise that this election
and the campaign leading to it was no contest. The
opposition bet, the then Vice President of the
Republic, Maria Leonor “Leni” Robredo garnered
less than 16 million votes giving the presumptive
president an extremely comfortable margin and
virtually no room for contestation.

“The presidential bid of Robredo

constituted a people's campaign that
was volunteer-driven, colored by
diversity, and inspired by the plurality
of identities, interests, and struggles
that were given space in the pink
movement.
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However, the electoral campaign that transpired
for this election is unique in more ways than one.
The most striking being the groundswell of support
for opposition candidate Leni Robredo in the
months leading to the May polls. Such coming
together of people and volunteers supporting the
presidential bid of Robredo constituted a people's
campaign that was volunteer-driven, colored by
diversity, and inspired by the plurality of identities,
interests, and struggles that were given space in
the pink movement.
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The Making of an Opposition
As soon as the incumbent vice president declared
her presidential bid in October 2021, supporters
started expressing their support by painting the
social media newsfeed pink — the chosen color of
the Robredo campaign. But the inux of support
for Robredo's candidacy came in at the start of the
campaign period in early February 2022.
The slate led by Leni Robredo and her running
mate Senator Francis “Kiko” Pangilinan was weak
in terms of machinery and base votes, but was
strong on platforms and representation. The
senatorial slate included labor leader Sonny
Matula, and congressman Teddy Baguilat who is a
proud Igorot (an indigenous group in Northern
Luzon). Labor and indigenous peoples are sectors
that are gravely underrepresented in Philippine
politics. However, Matula and Baguilat, while
teeming with promises for the sectors that they
each represent, did not have the money nor the
machinery to launch a competitive campaign for
the Senate. The same could be said about human
rights lawyer Chel Diokno who ran for senator the
second time this 2022. Diokno was also part of the
defeated opposition slate of the 2019 midterm
elections.
Apart from slate members coming from the
underrepresented and marginalized, the RobredoPangilinan slate also included staunch opposition
gures who consistently and openly resisted the
Duterte regime even if it meant sacricing their
liberties. Senator Leila de Lima who assumed
ofce in 2016 was implicated in a drug trafcking
scandal that allegedly took place in the New Bilibid
Prison, which operated under her ofce as Justice
Secretary from 2010-2015. De Lima is arguably
the staunchest critic of Rodrigo Duterte. In her
days as the Chairperson of the Philippine
Commission on Human Rights, de Lima launched
an investigation against the Davao Death Squad —
a vigilante that terrorized Davao reported to be
operated by then Davao Mayor Rodrigo Duterte. At
the onset of the Duterte presidency seven years
later, neophyte senator Leila de Lima was at the
helm of the opposition against the bloody drug war
that killed tens of thousands of Filipinos in police
and vigilante operations. Less than a year within
the Duterte presidency, criminal charges were
led against de Lima who was subsequently
detained. As of this writing, key witnesses who
testied against de Lima already recanted their
testimonies. Senator Leila de Lima has now been
imprisoned albeit without conviction for ve years.
Among the senatorial candidates in the RobredoPangilinan slate is another key opposition gure
and former Senator Antonio “Sonny” Trillanes III.

Trillanes, apart from condemning the war on
drugs, initiated exposés of corruption and drug
trafcking against the President, his cronies, and
his family. Trillanes, then, was barraged by various
lawsuits led by Duterte allies that included
inciting to sedition, libel, kidnapping, and other
civil cases. Trillanes, who was imprisoned for coup
d'état charges in 2003, was given amnesty in 2011
together with the other soldiers involved in the
2003 Oakwood Mutiny and 2007 siege of Manila
Peninsula Hotel. In September 2018, Duterte tried
to send him back to jail by revoking his amnesty.
After his defeat in his 2016 vice-presidential bid,
Sonny Trillanes remained as a vocal critic of the
administration.
The strongest candidate in the senatorial slate of
the opposition was incumbent Senator Risa
Hontiveros. She was the lone opposition candidate
who successfully made it to the Magic 12 after a
consistently good showing in pre-election surveys.
For the incoming Marcos presidency, Hontiveros
would be the highest-ranking opposition gure in
the country. But what made Hontiveros' candidacy
under the opposition slate important is the fact
that she is the sole Philippine senator with a social
movement background. Hontiveros, who is neither
a part of the country's political elite nor a celebrity,
is national chairperson of the progressive and
socialist Akbayan Citizens' Action Party, which she
also represented in the Lower House as a party-list
representative from 2004-2010. Hontiveros is
known for her unfaltering advocacy of gender
equality and universal healthcare. As a neophyte
senator, Hontiveros championed legislations on
expanded maternity leave, safe streets and public
spaces, SOGIE equality, divorce, solo parents'
welfare, and mental health, among others. In the
years to come, Hontiveros would be at the helm,
not only of the opposition against Marcos Jr., but
also of the ideological politics that should
champion feminist, humane, and democratic
causes.
Despite the obvious disadvantage of the opposition
slate, hope was found in the strength showcased in
the large sorties that regularly drew hundreds of
thousands of people from February to May 2022.
The tempest of support for Leni Robredo, Kiko
Pangilinan, and the rest of the opposition slate,
which was seen in rallies from the Marcos
bailiwicks in the north to the Duterte territory in
the south, was stuff of history.
Under the Pink Flag: Strength in the
Pluralities of Struggles and Identities
The quality and the diversity exemplied by the
members of the opposition slate was telling of the
kind of politics that the campaign aspired to
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embody. However, it was the gargantuan rallies
and sorties among their supporters that revealed
the hope that we can derive from what looked like
a edgling democratic movement. Week after
week, various provinces from the three major
island groups of the Philippines showed up with
behemoth crowds clad in pink, and armed with
self-made placards and different campaign
paraphernalia. In the months leading up to the
campaign, individual volunteers set up local
people's councils that coordinated all of the
campaign efforts in different areas. Sectors also
came together to form groups that served as
organizers of these grand rallies. The most visible
of which were Youth for Leni, LGBT for Leni and
the Robredo People's Councils in almost every
province. Artists, performers, musicians, and
celebrities showed up in these rallies and did not
only bravely express their support, but also
performed and hosted for free. The pink rallies
that literally lled long stretches of streets in the
country's National Capital Region and enormous
people's parks and grandstands in the provinces
were indeed nothing short of spectacular.
Arguably, however, what buttressed the success of
each rally for the opposition bid of Leni Robredo
and her slate was the availability of organic space
that allowed for the expression of identities and
struggles—from the smallest and the most
mundane struggles, to the largest and most
recognized ones; from the most particular markers
of identity to the most universal ones. The
assortment of groups that expressed their support
for Robredo and for the pink campaign were visible
in both social media and physical gatherings.
Groups like Women for Leni stood alongside
groups that referred to themselves as Bikers for
Leni. There was a group called Health Workers for
Leni and groups that humorously referred to
themselves as Mga Gwapo for Leni (Handsome
guys for Leni). Farmers for Leni-Kiko were
cheered on by groups that make fun of their
relationship status and called themselves Singles
for Leni. While there were young people who
organized the group ARMY for Leni (ARMY being
the name of the fan base of the phenomenal K-Pop
group BTS), there were also the workers of the
BPO industry who organized themselves into a
group called BPO Employees for Leni-Kiko.
More than an expression of particular identities
and struggles, we could say that the emergence of
these groups were also expressions of creativity
and wit. Toward the tail-end of the campaign,
Robredo supporters posted photographs of
themselves on social media en masse. Each of the
photograph was framed with different “for Leni”
labels that include the most random identication
like “Single Parents for Leni-Kiko,” and
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“What buttressed the success of

each rally for the opposition bid of
Leni Robredo and her slate was the
availability of organic space that
allowed for the expression of
identities and struggles.

“Mathematicians for Leni”; and the greatest
aspirations like “Mga Uhaw sa Good Governance
for Leni-Kiko” (Those who are thirsty for good
governance for Leni-Kiko).
Apart from the multiplicity of the levels of
struggles and identities that were present in the
pink campaign, there was also the presence of
various groups and sectors that came from the
farthest parts of the ideological and political
spectrum. The same pink rallies attended by
delegations from various Catholic groups also had
strong LGBT sector visibilities. Militant labor
groups and organizations often identied with the
far left rallied alongside a party-list identied with
a section of the Armed Forces. Indigenous peoples'
groups stood alongside entrepreneurs and
professionals. The long history of acrimony and
division among labor groups and trade unions
coming from different ideological groups were set
aside in the formation of ALL4Leni or Alliance of
Labor Leaders for Leni.
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“The pink movement borne out

of this election harnessed its
strength in the diversity of struggles,
which successfully found a point
of solidarity.
different parts of the country for the past three
months. As an attendee of some of these rallies
myself, hope was palpable and contagious. Despite
the weak showing in the last pre-election surveys,
seeing the gargantuan crowds really triggered hope
for a miracle which did not come.

IImage: www.lenirobredo.com

At the declaration of her candidacy in October
2021, Robredo called on her supporters to take a
stand and inspire others to stand with them. In the
months that followed, this was what happened
precisely. Without waiting for directives and
resources from the campaign team of Leni
Robredo and Kiko Pangilinan, volunteer groups
sprang in different parts of the country. Groups
organized small gatherings and Pink Marches.
Others set up kiosks and booths in busy streets to
distribute campaign materials like iers and
posters for Leni, and free food. From their own
pockets, supporters printed their own designs for
Leni Robredo posters, t-shirts, and stickers.
In the last two months, countless groups heeded
the call of Robredo's second daughter, Tricia
Robredo to go beyond virtual campaigning and
polarizing conversations on social media and
engage in real-life and face-to-face conversations.
In a feat never seen before, groups of friends,
colleagues, and local networks of volunteers, went
to communities, neighborhoods, public markets,
and transport terminals where they talked to
individuals and households on why Leni Robredo
and Kiko Pangilinan were the best choice as the
country's next leaders. These volunteers used
their own money to produce campaign
paraphernalia and buy snacks for distribution. In
some encounters, volunteers were subjected to
heckling by the supporters of other presidential
candidates, but they were undaunted. Later on,
national celebrities, social media inuencers, and
artists volunteered and joined house-to-house
campaigns themselves.
Two days before election day, the RobredoPangilinan slate held a historic grand rally or
Miting de Avance in Makati City. Various estimates
of the crowd who showed up range from 800,000
to 1 million people. This nal and ultimate rally
was a tting culmination of the rallies held in

Sad Endings and New Beginnings: Writing
the Hopeful Epilogue of the Pink Movement
By the evening of May 9, the highly engaged
supporters of Leni Robredo were crestfallen. Early
in the counting of votes, the lead of Marcos, Jr.
quickly widened. Before the night ended, Robredo
addressed her supporters, expressed her gratitude,
and spoke of her hope in the movement that she
witnessed in the campaign trail. “Nagsisimula pa
lang tayo” (we are only just beginning) and “Hindi
na muling pipikit ang mga namulat na” (Those
whose eyes were opened won't shut them again)
were her words that both consoled and called on
her supporters to action. In the following days,
Robredo declared her intention to draw on the
strength of the networks built on the campaign
trail to continue working for people's welfare and
empowerment.
If measured in terms of the election outcome,
then one can easily appraise the Robredo
campaign as a failure. However, the behemoth
crowds that showed up in each campaign rally of
Robredo in spite of her weak showing in the
surveys indicate a highly-engaged collective of
supporters that did not only believe in the
platforms laid down by Robredo, but also rejected
the legacies of the outgoing Duterte presidency
and the restoration of the Marcoses in the
country's leadership. The level of engagement is
enough reason to believe that an organization of a
democratic movement that imagines a
participative and empowering governance, better
social services, and vehemently opposes corruption
and despotism is not far-fetched.
Judging from the constitution of this highlyengaged supporters, we could argue that distinct
from movements in the past, where homogeneity
of identities and experience is a major foundation,
the pink movement borne out of this election
harnessed its strength in the diversity of struggles,
which successfully found a point of solidarity: a
hope for a new kind of politics that values
inclusivity, equality, and diversity.
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